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ABSTRACT

Limitations of DC injection into the AC network is an important operational requirement for grid connected photovoltaic systems. There is one way to ensure that this issue needs a power transformer as a connection to the AC network. However, this solution adds cost, volume, mass, and power losses. Ideally there shouldn't be any DC at the output of the inverter, but practically, a small amount of DC current is present. Therefore, in this paper there are techniques for the DC offset elimination are proposed. Some have drawbacks which was treated by another technique. Also there are best solutions for eliminating DC offset as in section 17, and 18 as it explains how to reduce the DC offset in a transformerless operation with reducing the power losses, mass and the cost effect.

1. INTRODUCTION

Power quality is an essential issue for the combination of grid connected inverters. The issues identified to DC current injection in inverter based distributed generation have been generally overlooked, in spite of developing concerns regarding its impact on distribution system components. One of the most extreme issues brought on by DC current injection is saturation of the distribution transformers bringing about waveform distortion, excessive losses, overheating and dimensioned life expectancy. In addition, it also may cause mistakes in some of the measurement and protective relays systems [1].

An acceptable source of DC current injection into the grid emerges from the semiconductor circuits in inverter frameworks. The presence of undesirable DC current components in the output currents of such frameworks can be ascribed to several factors such as pulse width modulation signals, non-linearity of the switching devices, and the drift in the voltage and current measurement sensors used to give feedback signals for the control frameworks. A number of rules and standards are forced to limit the effect of DC current injection into the grid [2], [3]. Among these principles and proposals are rules to restrain the allowable amount of DC current injection into the distribution network. They vary from country to country. For instance, British standard limits DC injection to 20mA for distributed generation with stage streams beneath 16A rms [4]. In IEEE standard 'IEEE 929-2000' the DC limits is 0.5% of the inverter rated current [5].

The DC current injection in the Australian standard AS4777.2 should not exceed 0.5% of the inverter rated output current or 5mA, which is the greater [6]. Various methods have been proposed to prevent or minimize DC current injection by grid-connected inverters in photovoltaic systems. This paper presents a review on the issue of the DC offset and how to overcome it with different methods through existing techniques that have been submitted to limit DC current injection into the distribution network as will be illustrated in each section. section 1 is the Introduction, section 2 presents the isolation transformer...
method for minimizing the DC offset, section 3 presents the capacitors method for DC offset, section 4 presents the voltage transformer method to limit the DC offset, section 5 proposes the low power transformer method, section 6 discusses the current transducer method, section 7 explains the DC current sensors, section 8 presents the power interfacing transformer method, section 9 proposes the mathematical model method for the DC offset, section 10 talks about the new compensation circuit method, section 11 gives a brief about the AC-coupling method, section 12 proposes the DC offset compensated voltage buffer method, section 13 proposes the differential amplifier method, section 14 talks about the feedback system technique, section 15 proposes a new approach of for DC link current sensors, section 16 talks about the DC current measurement in inverter output, in section 17 the authors present a novel control strategy for reduction of DC offset, and section 18 shows the transformerless method for suppression of DC offset, and section 19 is the conclusion.

2. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

The authors present a line frequency isolation transformer which is frequently employed at the inverter to prevent penetration of unwanted DC currents into the grid. Also, it provides galvanic isolation between the photovoltaic system and the grid. However, a 50/60 Hz transformer is large, heavy and is a substantial cost in grid connected inverter systems. Additionally, it contributes to system losses and footprint. Thus, transformerless systems have become attractive in recent years. It has been claimed that adoption of a transformerless PV inverter system reduces the overall system costs by 25% compared to the cost of a system that includes a transformer [7] and improves system efficiency about 1.5 to 2% [8]. So, this technique has several drawbacks as the cost, system losses due to the transformer that lead us to use other techniques without transformer such as the use of capacitors in section 3.

3. CAPACITORS

The authors present here that the use of capacitors either it is AC or DC for preventing DC current injection into the grid. There are some approaches using AC or DC capacitors, we will illustrate some of them. First one gives a single-phase half-bridge inverter with DC capacitors. DC node formed from the connection of two DC capacitors in series [9], [10]. It is noted that this approach is not extended to three-phase inverters as shown in Figure 1. Second one that doesn't allow DC current injection into the grid by putting an AC capacitor in series with the grid [11]. Figure 2 illustrates that there are series diodes connected across the capacitor to prevent over voltage protection. This method better than that of the isolation transformer but also has some limitations as it can't be used for three-phase inverter. So we go through another point of view as the voltage transformer.

![Figure 1. Single phase half bridge inverter with DC capacitors](image1.png)  
![Figure 2. Single phase H-bridge inverter with AC capacitor](image2.png)

4. VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER

The authors explain Active methods that are used for preventing DC current injection into the grid based on current sensors in contact with voltage transformer (VT) to limit DC injection, although the current sensor is expensive in detecting small DC component. It talks about a voltage transformer with 1:1 turn’s ratio, and RC circuit. The primary side of the voltage transformer is connected across the grid while the secondary one is connected in series with the RC circuit as illustrated in Figure 3. The DC current is limited by the feedback of the proportional integral controller which adjusts the inverter current by this conventional controller. This method is expensive as it requires complex transformers and current sensors so it adds cost and power loss [12]. This technique limits the small DC component as possible at it can but it is too
expensive as it is not only use the voltage transformer which costs too much but also current sensors. Hence, we will use a power transformer as a DC offset sensor in the following section.

![Figure 3. DC offset current control loop with a voltage transformer](image)

5. **LOW POWER TRANSFORMER**

The authors illustrate technique about DC compensation using low power transformer as a DC offset sensor. A DC sensor is connected across the inverter terminals and consists of a magnetic circuit which is applicable by using low power transformer as illustrated in Fig. 4 When a DC voltage appears at the inverter output in a closed loop condition, there is a big distortion results in the reactor current. The results approve that this technique is able to minimize the DC current component [13]. However, it also contains the power transformer which will to increase the cost. We move through the next section which discusses the current transducer in detecting and removing the DC component from the system.

![Figure 4. DC compensation technique using low power transformer as a DC offset sensor](image)

6. **CURRENT TRANSDUCER**

This method was discussed by the authors as the current transducer which is emplaced between DC capacitor and inverter switches as illustrated in Fig.5 to measure the current which is drawn from the output. There are two states for connection for the operation of the inverter, initial one is the connecting state which happened when the output current streams to the load through the DC connect sensor, and the second one is the freewheeling state where the current sensor output can be utilized to expel the offset current accessible in the inverter current. Notwithstanding this favorable position this procedure has the ability to operate without transformer so it reduces the cost [10]. This method is better than before, as the current sensor output can be used to remove any DC offset found in the inverter output current in a transformerless operation so it reduces the cost. However, the authors showed experimental results prove that the elimination of the DC component in this method is limited within certain range. Hence we go through another technique as the two DC join current sensors in section 7.

![Figure 5. H-bridge inverter using DC-link current sensor to compensate DC current injection into the grid](image)
7. DC CURRENT SENSORS

The authors examine two DC current sensors are utilized to remunerate the DC offset current in the three-level half-bridge inverter as delineated in Fig. 6 the upper sensor is associated between the upper terminal of capacitor $C_1$ and the upper switch $S_1$ to quantify the positive DC link current during the positive portion of the main cycle. The DC offset is aligned during the negative half cycle, when the positive DC link current drops to zero. The lower sensor is coupled between the base terminal of DC capacitor $C_2$ and switch $S_4$ to gauge the negative DC link current during the negative half cycle. For this situation, the DC offset is expelled during the positive half cycle when the negative DC interface drops to zero during the positive half mains cycle.

However, the guaranteed achievement of this technique is limited because the present sensors are set where they measure discontinuous currents, which is illogical [10]. This technique uses two DC join current sensors not only which played the role of the power transformer as in section 5 so it allows the transformerless operation, but it has a big disadvantage that it measures the discontinuous current which is impractical.

8. POWER INTERFACING TRANSFORMER

The authors present the limitation of the DC injection into AC network by grid connected inverters. This procedure is made by using a power transformer as an interface between the output of the inverter and the AC network. This technique has some serious disadvantages, ideally no DC current can be available at the output of the inverter, but practically in the absence of some special measures, a little amount of DC is available as a result of circuit component imperfections. The focus of this technique is on the mathematical modeling of a proposed DC offset sensor and DC offset control system. The disadvantages of this technique are power losses and it adds costs, mass and volume. DC power from the solar panel is changed to AC by an inverter. Theoretically the output current of the inverter should be purely AC, but practically it will contain small amount of DC. As the DC injection increase in the AC network, this can result in troubles as transformer saturation, transformer magnetizing current distortion, metering errors, and malfunction of protective equipment. For this causes there are some standards that put limits for DC injection [14]. As illustrated in this technique has several drawbacks, this lead us to use another method in the next sections.

9. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The authors demonstrate alternative solutions for the DC injection trouble that has been introduced: It provides the usage of a feedback loop to eliminate the DC offset. A simple mathematical model is enhanced for the feedback system. It is proposed that the inverter is voltage controlled. But there is no experimentation validated for this technique. Offset current is due to circuit component imperfections. With the DC offset controller operating, a compensating current $i_c$ is produced at steady state, which theoretically cancels offset current[14].

The control system received for the DC bus voltage is shown in Fig. 8 Effective control of the DC bus voltage guarantees balance between power output of the DC to DC converter and power injected into the AC network. A basic corresponding controller with gain $K_p$ is utilized. The DC bus voltage signal is weakened by a factor $K_d$ and filtered. At steady state the output of the corresponding control will be a
constant value. This is multiplied by a sinusoidal signal which is in phase with AC supply voltage \( v_s \). There is an output of the multiplier, \( k_e i_{sr} \) is the current reference for the inverter. An increase in the output power from the solar panels will affect the DC bus voltage \( V_{dc} \) to increase consequently. This makes the error voltage at the input of the corresponding controller to increase which lead to an increase in the inverter current reference signal. So the output current of the inverter goes up and more power is sustained into the AC network. Eventually, a rise in power output from the solar panels leads to expansion for the DC bus voltage steady state error [14]. This technique is perfect mathematically at it provides the issue with a feedback system through a mathematical model, but there are no experimental results validate this technique. Hence, a new method is presented in section X.

![Figure 7. Grid-Connected PV System](image1)

![Figure 8. Inverter Control System](image2)

Which \( i_c \) compensating current, \( i_{sr} \) reference current, \( i_o \) offset current, \( k_e \) PI controller gain, \( k_h \) hall effect constant=1V/A, \( V_{dc} \) DC bus voltage.

### 10. NEW COMPENSATION CIRCUIT

The authors clarify a new current detecting method for the current-mode DC-DC buck converter, however the current mirroring scheme helps to prevent conversion efficiency from decreasing, and it endures from the voltage offset of the amplifier feedback. So this approach proposes a new compensation circuit involved into the current sensing block to overcome the offset voltage [15]. The integration of a system into single chip is successively figured out nowadays, different structure topics should know for SOC (System-On-Chip) implementations [16], [17]. For attaining the challenging hardware, the integrated circuits as DC-DC converters are involved into a chip as mixed-signal circuits in addition to digital processing system [18], [19].

The general block diagram of the current mode DC-DC buck converter is appeared in Fig. 9. The inductor and capacitor have a usage in the output filter. The PMOS and NMOS switches are controlled by the ON and OFF time signals. That is characterized by the duty cycle of the PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation) signal generator. Amid the ON time the PMOS draws the current from the battery and supply the inductor with the current which renews the output capacitor. This capacitor has a great usage in keeping up the output voltage during providing the output load current \( I_l \). Beside that the feedback sensing of the current.

In the current-mode DC-DC converter, the current flowing through the inductor can be used for controlling the converter operations and accordingly producing the corresponding PWM signals for the output switches. The ordinary approach to detect the current flowing through the inductor is to put the resistor along the current path and screen the voltage drop over the resistor [20], [21]. Its value ought to be very small in order not to corrupt the conversion efficiency in light of the fact that the conduction loss of the converter fundamentally comes from energy scattering due to the resistive component along the current path. Beside that the current of the inductor will be sufficiently increased for the instance of large duty cycle operation. Current mirroring between the output switch and sensing transistors can be used to screen the current which flows across the inductor. The operating points should be identical between the two transistors by using the feedback loop.
The current sensing circuit which will be proposed, the sensed current in it is divided into small bias current and sensed current that will be changed into voltage signal. In Figure 10 there are twelve transistors (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, Mswp, Mswn), four switches (SW1, SW2, SW3, SW4), one resistor and A1, which is an amplifier. In this circuit transistor M4 derived by the output of the feedback amplifier A1 in order to make the sensed current of transistor M1 flows in M4 that will enhance the accuracy of sensing.

The two transistors Mswp and Mswn are the output switches that are derived by the ON-time which is given the symbol Φ1 and the OFF-time which is given the symbol Φ2, separately. If the feedback is negative by the amplifier, it will lead the nodes of (A) and (B) typical in order to make the current connecting between M1 and M2 can be accomplished because of the similarity of the source-drain voltages.

The voltage offset of the CMOS operational amplifier may be sufficiently large in order to break down the error in the configuration of the closed loop. Figure 12 illustrates the operational amplifier which was found in the current sensing circuit that is shown in Figure 11 with the offset voltage during ON-time when Φ1 is high. The offset voltage of the operational amplifier should be sufficiently large so that the error causes damage to the closed loop configuration. Figure 12 shows the operational amplifier included in the current sensing circuit of Figure 11 with the voltage offset that is maintained during the ON-time when Φ1 is high. R1 and Rswp are the equivalent resistances of transistors M1 and Mswp.
The current of the inductor is detected while the ON-time ($\Phi_1$), the output voltage $V_{\text{SEN2}}$ while OFF-time should be used for compensating the voltage offset of the amplifier. By the next $\Phi_1$ of ON-time, the integration happens also the control voltage identify the current which flows through transistor $M_C$. This output current can be utilized for compensating the offset voltage. Since the loop of compensation in Figure 13 contains the integrator, a huge DC gain could be sufficient to decrease the error which was found in the operation of the closed loop. The capacitance proportion of the integrator and the clock frequency decide the settling time of offset compensation operation. This operation amplifier has low power-consumption caused limitation for the amplifier bandwidth and a huge error could occur while integration when the DC-DC converter works with low duty cycle. In spite of all of these drawbacks the compensation of the offset voltage continues working [22]. This approach has a compensation circuit to overcome the offset voltage found in the amplifier feedback. But it has a problem that the voltage drop across the resistor might be not small and can cause a corruption for the conversion efficiency in case of the fact that the conduction loss of the converter comes from energy scattering due to the resistive component along the current path.

11. AC-COUPLING METHOD

A new technique is proposed by the author for DC-offset removal, in integrated wireless receivers as DCRs (direct-conversion receivers) which use bandwidth efficient modulation schemes as QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation), DC-offset is a big issue which faces these receivers, so if it remains as it is without any compensation, it can cause damage to the overall system performance. There is a solution here which can eliminate this DC-offset by using AC-coupling to eliminate the low-frequency disturbances [23]. DCR has the RF (radio frequency) signal which is changed to zero frequency and in sequence of that the DC-offset will cause errors to the signal [24], [25], [26].

The DC-offset can eliminate the receiver performance as said before. By putting first-order AC-coupling high pass filter, in the in-phase and quadrature signal paths, as illustrated in Figure 14, that eliminate the results of DC-offset. But also it can make a big reduction in performance if the usage of the baseband of the signal spectrum of the modulation scheme has energy near DC [26]. This is applied if the QAM scheme is used. BPF (band path filter), LNA (low-noise amplifier). As illustrated in this section that The AC-coupling high pass filter can eliminate the DC component. Although, it has a drawback which results in a big reduction in performance if the usage of the baseband of the spectrum has energy near DC. This technique was skipped for its drawbacks and move through the following technique.

12. DC OFFSET COMPENSATED VOLTAGE BUFFER

The author shows a new DC offset compensation technique for voltage buffers. It can be utilized to enhance the accuracy of data converters. That technique decreases the error of the gain of the operation amplifier [27]. The request for more resolution and much more speed DACs (digital analogue converters) is extended every year with the demand electronics applications. The performance of DACs could be enhanced by using offset compensation techniques. Probably a large part of the conventional techniques compensates
only for the DC offset voltage of the operation amplifier but not the error of the gain [28]. There is a need for reset operation amplifier output to zero at every cycle, so this approach proposes a DC offset compensation technique which compensates for offset voltage and error of the gain of the operation amplifier.

This circuit as other exchanged capacitor circuits endures from channel charge injection which can be limited by turning \( S_1 \) off somewhat before \( S_3 \), when \( S_1 \) is turned off, charge (which is the element of the voltage at node X) is infused onto the capacitor and this charge shows up a constant offset at the output. After \( S_1 \) is off, the total charge at node X stay constant making the circuit away from the charge infusion of \( S_1 \) or charge absorption of \( S_2 \). The circuit is quick as the transition of the voltage at the output is small enough, however the conventional circuits of the offset compensation are decelerating because of the large transients of the voltage at the output [28].

The proposed DC offset compensated voltage buffer shown in Figure 15 is implemented using three switches \( S_1, S_2 \) and \( S_3 \) and a capacitor \( C \). The performance of the circuit like other switched capacitor circuits brooks from the charge injection of the channel which can be reduced by opening \( S_3 \) slowly before \( S_2 \). When \( S_1 \) opened, the charge is going to the capacitor \( C \) and this charge is found as an offset at the output.

When \( S_1 \) is off, the total charge stays constant as it is which will lead the circuit insensitive for charging injection to \( S_3 \) or the charging absorption for \( S_2 \) [28].

![Figure 15](image_url)

Figure 15. (a) New DC offset compensated voltage buffer, (b) circuit during phase-1, (c) circuit during phase-2, (d) clocks \( \phi_{1a}, \phi_1, \phi_2 \) applied to the switches \( S_1, S_2, \) and \( S_3 \) respectively.

The conventional offset compensation circuits have a low speed due to big transients in the output. From the above section we get that this method not only overcome the DC offset but also it improves the accuracy of the data converters and decreases the error of the gain in the operational amplifier. Although it has a big disadvantage that the conventional circuits of the offset compensation are decelerate because of the large transients of the voltage at the output of the operational amplifier. This drawback let us try to find a new solution better than that in the following sections.

13. DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

This technique was introduced by the author which give a brief about the DC offset which is already known as before, as the excessive injection of DC into AC can prompt issues such as corrosion in underground equipment [29], transformer magnetizing current distortion and transformer saturation [30] and failure in the function of the protective equipment [31]. In this manner rules and measures have been set up to control the DC injection [32]. Australian Standard AS4777.2 limits the DC injection to 5 mA or 0.5% of the rated output as illustrated before in the introduction, while in the United Kingdom, ER G83/1 put a limit of 20 mA [33].

There was a suggestion can be applied using a voltage sensor at the inverter output contains the differential amplifier and a low pass filter. Hence, any DC component is detected at the output of the low pass filter which returns back to the controller that makes the inverter eliminates the DC offset and there was
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a mathematical model for that control system [33]. It seems that this method has a big similarity to the technique which was explained in section 9, so there are no experimental results validate this technique.

14. FEEDBACK SYSTEM

The simplest way to eliminate DC injection is to keep a grid frequency transformer. That is the solution adjusted in a number of commercial systems [34], [35]. The measurements of DC currents from the AC output of commercial systems are also proposed in [35]. There are number of system configurations that have been presented for single-phase grid connected PV systems [36]. The configuration that has been used and was introduced by the author to get the DC offset elimination method which is shown in Figure 16.

![Figure 16. Grid connected PV system](image1)

The main components of the inverter are shown in Figure 17. The unity power factor used for reference current $i_{ref}$ for the hysteresis current controller[36],[37]. is coordinated to be in phase with the AC supply voltage $v_s$. During the positive half cycle of the source voltage, insulated gate bipolar transistor $T_{B+}$ is kept off and $T_{B-}$ is kept on. Transistor $T_{A+}$ is turned on when the current of the inverter output ($i$) goes below the bottom standard of the hysteretic band. This leads $i$ to rise when flowing through $T_{A+}$ and $T_{B-}$. When current $i$ exceeds the upper limit of the band $T_{A+}$ is switched off. This leads $i$ to fall when flowing through $D_{A+}$ and $T_{B-}$. Throughout the negative half-cycle of the AC supply voltage, transistor $T_{B-}$ is kept off and $T_{B+}$...
is kept on. Transistor $T_A$ is switched on when the current of the inverter output ($i$) goes above the top limit of the hysteretic band[38]. There is no substantial storage between the solar panel output and the inverter output. If the isolation level falls or rises, the root mean square (rms) value should rise or fall depend on the isolation level. In sequence of that the power balance will be protected. It is the role of the voltage control loop to keep balance between the DC output of the PV panel and the output of the inverter in the AC network. A rise in the output power from the solar panels makes an increase in the DC bus voltage which will make a rise in the $V_{cc}$. This will lead the rms value of the $I_{ref}$ to increase resulting in the rms of the inverter output current $I_s$ as it follows $I_{ref}$. The rise in the inverter output current stores back the balance of the power between the DC output power of the PV panels and the AC output power of the inverter. So the target of the voltage control loop is to keep power balance between the two outputs.

In this technique uses maximum power tracker. The maximum power tracker is a control loop in which the voltage control loop targets for balance between the DC and the AC output. The maximum power tracker goal is to operate the solar panels at a voltage level that permits maximum extraction of power [38], [39].

This method explains the DC offset controller: As the DC offset sensor is built from a double stage RC filter. The voltage across the ripple filter inductors ($v_f$) is sensed and filtered. If the DC component in the inverter current was constant, the DC output voltage should be equal to $IR$, where $R$ is the resistance of the two series connected inductors and $I$ is the DC component of the current. This voltage known as $v_0$ in Figure 18. The filter output is fed to a proportional integral (PI) controller which has input reference equal to zero [38]. The controller output was put in such a way so as to cause $V_0$ which is the mean value of $v_0$ to move down to zero. The integral action of the DC offset controller is to make sure that $V_0$ is equal to zero at steady state. The DC offset controller needs some requirements to be carefully designed:

1. It should not get involved with the operation of the other control loops and vice versa.
2. Its dynamic response must be reasonable.

![Figure 18. DC offset sensor block diagram](image)

The designer of the DC offset sensor has to choose values for the parameters of that sensor to maintain the design requirements and specifications. Resistance (R) could be just the inherent series resistance of the inductors. Although, it is found that this for resistance is too small the operation of the DC offset control loop, so additional resistance could be added but will lead to an increase in the power loss [38]. There are two main concepts for the DC offset controller:

1. Sufficiently damped output response.
2. The frequency component should reach the maximum value in its output signal.

The conclusion for this technique is that there is a simple feedback system has been presented to reduce the DC offset from the output of a single phase grid-connected inverter. DC offset get monitored by sensing the voltage across the ripple filter inductor. The DC signal is known by using the two stage RC filtering. The controller used is the PI controller which performs very satisfactorily and its components cost are very low. Although, when this technique is used practically there is small DC offset remains which lead us to found a better solution could have better results than that one.
15. NEW APPROACH USING DC LINK CURRENT SENSORS

In grid connected photovoltaic applications, an output transformer is normally used to isolate the inverter from the supply. This transformer is heavy, costly and causes a huge power loss. However, the removal of output transformer causes unwanted DC components appearing in the inverter output current. There are different circuits can be used to substitute the output transformer through the grid connection. These circuits contain the 2-level half-bridge and the H-bridge inverters. However, these circuits have disadvantages such as the need for the high rated power devices. To get rid of these problems, the author proposed a technique that includes a three level half bridge inverter circuit is used, such that the DC-link voltage can be twice the device voltage rating to permit the use of low rated switching devices. This approach sets an auto calibrating DC link current sensing and control technique to monitor and calibrate the DC link current sensors used in the single phase 3-level half bridge inverter [40].

Grid connected inverters utilize current control with current sensors to impose unity power factor sinusoidal current into the grid [41]. The closed loop current control produces offset errors also including the current sensors and the analog to digital converter that suffer from DC offset and linearity errors [42]. The flow of the DC current through the distribution network can affect seriously the rotating machines and the distribution transformers. The transformer operating point can be shifted by small amount of DC current, which increases the RMS magnetizing current and causes additional winding losses [43], [44], [45]. This increase in the primary current leads to an overheat for the winding of the transformer and trip the input protection that leads to a reduction in the lifetime of the transformer [30].

The DC current which injected into the ground affects also the underground cable sheaths and pipelines (water and gas pipes) that are commonly used for grounding [46], [47]. DC current that flows through the buried conductors over a period of time can lead to serious problems with the earth due to corrosion of the conductor [44].

The use of an isolation transformer will lead to a small additional impedance because of the winding resistance of the transformer. Therefore, including this transformer will have a little impact on the tuning of the PI controller [48]. There are variety of types of current sensors available for power applications [49]. The principle of this operation has a big similarity with the method illustrated in section 7 that the circuit can be controlled to produce three output voltage states in three levels as presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Three level inverter output states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the connecting states which are state 1 and 3 the output current flows through the DC link current sensors to the load. During these states, the output current will be measured by the negative and the positive states DC link current sensors. While the freewheeling states which are state 2 and 4, the output voltage across the inverter is zero and the freewheeling inductor current flows in one of the two loops, depending on the polarity of the previous connecting loop [40] and the circuit diagram as shown in Figure 6.

This approach presents results for the auto calibrating DC link current sensing technique applied to a three level half bridge inverter. The results confirm that the auto calibrating technique can compensate DC current offset for positive and negative DC link current sensors. The compensation is applied during the negative half cycle when the positive DC link current drops to zero and for the negative DC link sensor, in this case the compensation is applied during the positive half cycle when the negative DC link current drops to zero [40]. Therefore, the auto calibrating technique showed that there is a smaller offset error, and the experiments showed that the auto calibrating method when applied to a three level half bridge inverter can reduce the DC current injected to the grid. This approach could minimize the overall cost of the grid connected inverter by getting rid of the need of the transformer. So this method is better than that in section 7 as it has this auto calibrating scheme which can reduce the DC offset error instead of measuring discontinuous current as in section 7.

16. DC CURRENT MEASUREMENT IN INVERTER OUTPUT

This method that demonstrated by the author explains that it has been used shunt resistance to measure the DC current in inverter output [2], [11], [50]. There is a digital power meter on the other hand
with the offset compensation strategy which switched on and off alternatively [13]. However, measuring DC current in the inverter output in other applications hasn't been proposed.

A current shunt resistor is one of the sensitive techniques used to measure AC or DC electrical currents in different applications, by using Ohm's law to measure the current after knowing the resistance of the shunt. This technique does not suffer from linearity errors which seen in the hall effect sensor. It gives also non-inductive performance and high reliability. Although it has disadvantage which is the lack of galvanic isolation between the measurement circuit and the power circuit. The shunt is also a source of power loss (I²R_{shunt}) where R_{shunt} is the value of the shunt resistance and I is the current passes through the shunt resistance [51]. Figure 19 shows the connection of the shunt resistance as a measured device.

Figure 19. Shunt resistor method for current measurement

The lower values for resistance are chosen (such as 0.50mΩ), the more losses can be minimized [52], especially in grid connected inverters. The smaller value of the shunt resistor leads to a smaller voltage appears across the shunt. This will affect the measurement accuracy and resolution, because of noise levels which in some cases become greater than the measured signal. For this case, a high common mode rejection shunt amplifier is needed to reduce the unwanted noise and gets a pure signal.

This technique is achieved by connecting a series shunt resistance in the inverter output between the AC filter and the load. The voltage across the shunt passes through RC low pass filter(LPF) with a cut off frequency 1Hz to reject the 50 Hz AC component as the author designed. The possibility of common mode leakage is eliminated which affects the accuracy, a battery-operated Digital Multi-Meter(DMM) is used to measure the DC voltage. The DC voltage measured by the DMM is scaled by the shunt resistance value to identify the DC current component in the inverter output.

17. A NOVEL CONTROL STRATEGY

The authors propose in this method a new technique such that the photovoltaic (PV) inverters become more applicable because of the lower weight and the higher efficiency. Although it may have DC offset current problem. So the authors propose a novel control strategy of suppressing DC current injection to the grid for PV inverters. This method based on the idea of accurately sensing the DC offset voltage of PV inverter output, such that the DC component of the inverter output can be eliminated and the DC injection to the grid can be reduced effectively [53].

Photovoltaic inverters without isolation transformers become more attractive in grid connected PV systems due to higher efficiency and smaller size [54], [55], [56], [57]. Although, they are unable to eliminate DC current injection [58]. That may lead to saturation of distribution transformer in the grid and results in overheating in power system, higher loss, and poor power quality [54], [59]. Therefore, there are regulations and standards have been introduced to suppress PV inverter DC injection to the grid [33], [60].

For eliminating DC injection, the authors proposed some control methods [61], [62]. The techniques for DC current injection elimination can be classified mainly into four categories: novel inverter topology with DC current elimination ability, blocking DC current with the capacitor, voltage detection control and current detection control. The technique of blocking DC current with the capacitor uses a capacitor connected serially between the grid and the inverter [61].

The authors propose this novel strategy by showing the full bridge PV inverter without output isolation transformer as shown in Figure 20, where I_{ref} is the amplitude of the grid current command and θ is the phase angle of grid current which is synchronized with grid voltage by phase locked loop.
PV inverter output has DC offset voltage component generally which can be obtained from disparity of power modules, detection of current errors, etc. Traditionally, there is a transformer is placed between the PV inverter and the grid. However, the output of the PV inverter may have DC voltage component, there is no DC current injection to the grid. Although, in the case of the PV inverter without isolation transformer, the inverter output DC offset may lead to a significant DC current injection to the grid, which could cause a disturbance for grid connection standards [63]. In order to restrain effectively DC current injection to the grid, a control strategy for a single phase PV inverter without the isolation transformer is shown in Figure 21[64].

Compared with Figure. 1, an extra dc offset voltage suppression loop is added to the previous control scheme. The dc suppression loop is composed of a DC controller, low pass filter, and differential amplifier. The novel control strategy has two main features. The first one is that the differential amplifier is used to sample the DC offset voltage between the two bridge-leg middle points of full bridge inverter. To detect accurately the dc offset voltage of the inverter switch-side output voltage $u_{AB}$, a high-precision
differential amplifier with low offset and high common-mode rejection ratio is needed. The using of differential amplifier can not only reduce the cost, but also avoid the zero-drift by using Hall-effect sensors. The second one is that dc suppression loop can suppress inverter output disturbances. Therefore, the DC current injected to the grid can be effectively suppressed.

18. TRANSFORMERLESS METHOD

Presents a considerable technique to detect DC current injection into the grid that can be used with any connected inverters to the grid with small area as delineated in Figure 19. The main advantage of this procedure is that it doesn't depend on any high current measurement tools and get rid of using any expensive transformers. So it gives space for work in any operation without using transformer for all inverters. One inverter can make DC offset compensation in addition to power interfacing into the grid. The transformer saturation can be neglected through using the inverter for compensation of the DC offsets that may appear. This technique forces DC offset to become zero using proportional integral controller. The proportional integral controller expects the DC components wanted in the modulation signal of every phase to calculate DC offsets in the total current [65].

Figure 19. Diagram for grid connected inverters with DC offset compensation inverter

19. CONCLUSION

This paper gives a brief about number of solutions for eliminating the DC offset as minimum as possible. Some of these solutions are cost effective, others use high current measurement tools. There is a solution use a DC offset current sensor, another one use transformer and that costs too much. There is a solution which give good results but theoretically only as there is no experimentation validate this solution or this technique as well. In sequence there are better solutions used without any complex transformer, so it gives space for work in any operation without using transformer for all inverters. This paper was made to know all the solutions and to find which is the most appropriate solution to deal with and work on it in any other research and how to be improved.
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